Abstract. The reliability of complex network is an important content in the research of complex networks. In order to evaluate the reliability of the complex network, the standard deviation of the degree values to characterize the heterogeneity of the network, considering the difference of the degree distribution, such as Poisson distribution and Power-laws distribution in random network and scale-free network, a function on the reliability of the complex network is defined with convergence and monotonicity which is proved. Under two failure models, random destruction and intentional attack, we simulate the reliability function by the proportion of removed edges. Then we analysis the relation between the network heterogeneity and network reliability. The results show that the reliability function is effective and applicable to assess the reliability of complex network.
network efficiency and network entropy. For example, degree and degree distributions classify networks into homogeneous model or not, according to their topological structure, mainly consider the degree of almost nodes in the network. The entropy of networks is the measure of the disorder or randomness about degree of network. Random networks and scale-free networks are two typical network models, for the random network itself, the existence of connected edges is completely random and the whole network is homogeneous. The scale-free network considers that the network itself is dynamic, the existence of connected edges is not completely randomized, but meets certain evolutionary rules, and now many critical infrastructure networks (such as the Internet, power and rail networks) meet the scale-free characteristics.
ER Model.
The random network model is completely opposite to the regular network, Erdös and Ré nyi constructed a random network by adding a certain amounts of connected edges randomly between the pair of nodes. The network model can be analyzed by statistics, when the number of nodes in the network, the degree distribution of nodes in the ER network model obeys the Poisson distribution in theory [7] : (1) where is the average degree of the network.
BA Model.
Barabá si and Albert pointed out that the real networks have scale-free properties, which considering the non-stochastic dynamic characteristics of "growth" and "preference" of complex networks. There are few nodes with high degree of scalability in scale and a large number of nodes with low values. This non-uniform structure leads to the distribution of the skewness degree series, which is expressed as the degree distribution of power law [9] :
(2) where is the coefficient of the distribution and is the index of the degree distribution.
The reliability function of complex network

Definition.
Complex network reliability refers to the network under the specified conditions, within a specified time to complete the specified function. Complex networks usually contain a large number of nodes, the complex interconnections between the heterogeneous nodes called edges of the network, the entire network as a sophisticated model with multi-levels, multi-dimensions and multi-attributes. Without considering the multi-edges between pairs of nodes and self-loop, for the undirected network, the complex network is abstracted as graph , where denotes the set of nodes in the network and is the amount of the nodes, denotes the set of edges in the network and is the amount of the edges. Network topology structure with nodes and edges determine the connectivity of the network which effect the exchange of information flow, material flow and energy flow [10, 11] . By deleting or adding network edges have important influence on network connectivity. Since the degree and degree distribution of the complex network are the direct reflect of the network topology heterogeneity, we define the network reliability function based on the standard deviation of nodes degree [12] .
The network reliability function is defined as:
Where stand for the standard deviation of nodes degree, is the value of the node .
Features of the network reliability function
According to the definition of the reliability of complex network, the network reliability function suit two features: (1) Convergence: the function is between 0 and 1. (2) Monotonicity: delete one edge of the network, the value of will reduce. We prove the two features as follows: (1)Obviously, the is one exponential function, thus:
Where , the network is globally coupled network under the present circumstances. The degree of each node in the network meet , the standard deviation of nodes degree . The reliability of globally coupled network is , since any two nodes of globally coupled network are connected directly, the network has the highest reliability.
In another extreme case, the network contains nodes, the amount of the edges is , there is no edges in the network called isolated point network. To calculate the reliability of the network, the results are: the standard deviation of nodes degree , the reliability of isolated point network is: (5) With the above analysis about the convergence of the function, we prove satisfy (2) We assume is obtained from by deleting one edge, if we want to prove the monotonicity, we should demonstrate .
We assume the two nodes of the deleted edge are and , in the graph , if and , then . To and , and . As , if we want to prove , we need to certify:
The left of the inequality is:
The right of the inequality is:
(
The , so:
This inequality is exactitude when . In other words, to the arbitrary network with , we could obtain and the second feature is proved.
Numerical simulations and analysis
Fault mode.
For ER random networks and BA scale-free networks, two failure modes are used to remove the edges in the network: random destruction and intentional attack. Random destruction means that there is no fixed removed target, randomly remove the edge in a certain proportion; intentional attack refers to removing the important connection edges by certain strategy.
In this context, we calculate the importance of edges by edge betweeness, the definition about edge betweeness of edge as: (12) Where is the number of the shortest path between the nodes and , is the number of the shortest path contain between the nodes and .
Simulation results and discussion
In order to investigate the reliability of complex network under the influence of the random destruction and intentional attack, computer experiments were performed on both ER model and BA model by removing edges gradually, the simulation results are shown in 2  2  2  2  1  2  2  1   2  2  2  2  1,  ,  2  2  2  2  1 , ,
proportion . In random failure mode, BA scale-free network shows stronger reliability compared to the ER random network, the curve of the random network descends smoothly than scale-free network, BA network shows greater reliability at , the results are described that minor perturbations do not affect the reliability of scale-free networks. In intentional attack mode, the curves of random networks and scale-free networks fall very rapidly, scale-free networks are faster than random networks, this indicates that deliberate attacks are more damaging to the network than random failure mode.
In stochastic failure mode, BA scale-free networks show high reliability, mainly because the degree distribution of BA-scale-free networks is power-law distribution with strong non-uniformity: there are a few network Hub nodes. When the proportion is small, the Hub nodes in the network are still connected and the reliability of the network is high. When the proportion of the nodes increases gradually, the Hub nodes begin to descend sharply, which directly reflects the decrease of the network reliability. Because of this non-uniformity, the connection edge of the Hub node becomes the target of deliberate attack. For ER networks, its degree distribution is Poisson distribution, the network reflects the uniformity of the random damage and intentional attack In the two models, the reliability of the ER stochastic network decreases without fluctuation and is relatively even and stable.
Conclusion
This paper investigates the relationship between the standard deviation and the network reliability in ER random networks and BA scale-free networks under two failure modes, random destruction and intentional attack. By the simulations, we find the topology heterogeneity affect the reliability of the network, completely random and uniform structure is easier to destroy than scale-free structure under random destruction and the scale-free network has strong reliability, however, the Hub nodes as the attacked target under intentional attack and BA model perform vulnerability obviously.
